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ABSTRACT
The process of translating this dental document for a local
children’s dentist’s clinic in Sioux Center is time-consuming and
very researched-based. The critical element of this research
involves researching specific dental and medical terms from
Spanish-speaking sources, be it dental offices in Latin America and
Spain or from professional translation sites. As a Translation 3 class,
we were approached by a Northwestern alumnus who is practicing
dentistry and opening her own dental clinic to request that we
translate her dental clinic’s policies and agreements for her
Hispanic patients. As a class, we undertook the task of translating
the alumnus’ documents over the course of two weeks. To do so
we would come together as a class to analyze our individual
sections of the documents, as well as receive feedback from two
certified translators. At the core of this research is the passion
aspiring translators have for bridging language gaps through
serving the community and embarking on a communal journey into
the medical field within the purview of dentistry.

ENGLISH ORIGINAL DOCUMENT

PROCESS
Translators may take different routes as the go about the process of
completing and revising a translation. For example, the document
below is a portion of one translator’s second draft. She bolded
each of the terms or phrases about which she was unsure and
wanted clarification or more opinions from other translators. After
the term or phrase was discussed, she changed the text to be red,
in order to remember that the term or phrase had been agreed
upon.

CONCLUSION
The process of translating an official dental document is very timeconsuming. This project took the SPA338 class two weeks to agree
upon a finished product. In this span of two weeks, the
contributors consistently met and discussed an array of options of
dental terms in Spanish. For sections in which certain phrases were
repeated, the translators were expected to ensure that such
phrases were translated into Spanish the same way throughout the
document. Each student was required to appropriately research
the grammatical differences (punctuation, capitalization, etc.)
between Spanish and English and use the appropriate rules in their
translations. As observed, the Spanish translation of this dental
document is greater in word count than the original document due
to grammatical structures of the Spanish language and lack of
equivalent terms in Spanish. Between receiving feedback from two
professional translators and discussing the translation as a class, we
were able to provide the dental clinic with a document which we
were confident would be understood correctly by Spanish-speaking
patients in the Sioux Center area. In conducting this research, the
translators came to understand more fully that a translation can
always be further refined. Eventually, it reaches a point when,
although revisions could still be made, the translation is polished
enough to be returned to the requesting party with confidence
that we have done a reasonable amount of work to satisfy their
needs.
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